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WHO WE ARE
Danver manufactures stainless steel cabinets designed 
for outdoor kitchens. For nearly 20 years, we have 
perfected the approach of bringing color, style and design 
from the indoors, out. We have established Danver as a 
leader in outdoor living by providing homeowners and 
designers with the ability to expand their outdoor spaces 
from a basic barbecue island to a fully functional outdoor 
entertainment space.

Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens cabinetry features 
dozens of styles available in hundreds of sizes, all made 
from durable and environmentally-friendly stainless steel, 
powder coated in a rich palette of finishes. 

Our approach gives designers and architects of 
all disciplines the flexibility and freedom to design 
outdoor kitchens on rooftops, decks, transition rooms, 
backyards and anywhere people gather to enjoy outdoor 
entertaining.
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OUTDOOR LIVING

The popularity of outdoor living spaces has placed color, 
style, design and function at the forefront of the creative 
process, driving the focus of design professionals, 
architects and builders, as well as homeowners and 
tenants. From single-family homes to multi-family 
communities, as well as branded residential properties 
and commercial buildings, Danver Stainless Outdoor 
Kitchens delivers.

Whether designing with our traditional stainless steel 
cabinetry, proprietary PPS system – developed for multi-
family common areas – or mobile food and beverage 
service carts – crafted to elevate hospitality and 
commercial environments – creating the perfect outdoor 
entertainment space has never been easier or more 
inspiring. Select from Danver’s extensive line of cabinetry 
and door styles then pair with your choice of powder 
coat color or realistic wood grain to create a unique, 
signature look every time.



HOW IT’S MADE

Outdoor living is about more than just personal style and 
atmosphere; it’s also about function and longevity. Danver 
Stainless Outdoor Kitchens are designed and engineered 
for outdoor kitchens regardless of geography, climate or 
weather conditions.

With frameless, European styling, Danver cabinetry can be 
tailored to match any lifestyle or taste. In fact, each cabinet 
is built to order – ensuring the style, design and color match 
the project specifications and individual preferences.

 Ū All doors, drawers and cabinet boxes are manufactured 
from 304-grade stainless steel; 316-grade is also 
available.

 Ū Powder coat finishes carry a 7-year limited warranty 
and cabinets have a lifetime warranty against 
manufacturer defects.

 Ū Drawers feature double-wall construction and full 
extension under-mount glides with self-close/soft-close 
technology.

 Ū Cabinets fit any manufacturers’ outdoor appliance 
including grills, smokers, side burners, sinks, 
bartending units and more.

 Ū Each project is built to order with all fabrication, 
finishing, powder coating and assembly taking place at 
our Connecticut factory.

 Ū Cabinets are delivered fully-assembled and engineered 
for easy installation.

 Ū Cabinets are available in 3-inch increments ranging 
from 9 inches to 48 inches. Appliance-specific 
cabinetry sizes may differ.

 Ū Each cabinet is a standard 30-inch height with 4 1/2 
inch leveling legs, along with 27-inch standard depth; 
24-inch depth is also available.

 Ū Doors come standard with soft-close stainless steel 
hinges. Quayle & Co. | Steven Paul Whitsitt Photography
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WHAT MAKES DANVER UNIQUE

Our approach to outdoor kitchens is simply to bring the indoors 
outside. Everything you want and expect from your indoor kitchen 
can also be achieved with your outdoor kitchen.

 Ū Cabinets with plenty of usable storage space

 Ū Beautiful door styles that rival their indoor counterparts

 Ū Soft-close cabinet doors

 Ū Full-extension, undermount, soft-close/self-close drawers

 Ū Extensive powder coat color palette

 Ū Realistic wood grain powder coat finishes

 Ū Functional cabinetry, such as trash pulls

 Ū Hundreds of cabinet sizes and configurations to create 
seemingly endless layout & design options

 Ū Cabinets designed to accommodate a wide variety of outdoor 
appliances



Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens puts style and function first. Our exclusive stainless steel door 
styles and drawer fronts provide strength and durability ensuring function and beauty are never 
compromised. Combined with our extensive powder coat colors and realistic wood grains, Danver 
delivers color, style and design to your outdoor space.

DOOR STYLES

HAMPTON

The Hampton is a solid slab door style that is made of vertical #4 brushed stainless steel. It is our 
standard door and drawer front.

RIO

The Rio is a flat one piece, vertical #4 brushed stainless steel door frame that is prepped for a glass, 
wood grain or stainless steel panel insert (not included).

KEY WEST

The Key West is a five piece stainless steel shaker-style door, featuring two 11/16” wide stiles and 
rails. The center panel can be plain stainless steel or powder coated with your choice of a color or 
wood grain finish from the Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens’ palette.

SEA GLASS

The Sea Glass door is a Key West door style with a frosted glass center panel representing the 
look of sea glass. It is available in three unique colors: Sky Blue, Seafoam Green and Cloud White.

KEY WEST FROST

The Key West Frost features our classic Key West frame with a frosted glass center panel, available 
in your choice of colors from the Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens’ palette.
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PEARL COPPER

CHAMPAGNE 304

POWDER COAT FINISHES
Whether you want to blend with the landscape or continue an 
indoor theme to your outside kitchen, Danver Stainless Outdoor 
Kitchens offers a standard palette of 14 colors and 9 realistic 
wood grain powder coat finishes. While our standard color 
palette are the most popular colors, if you want a color that you 
don’t see here, we may be able to special order it.

With the ability to customize the look and feel of the outdoor 
living area, Danver’s powder coat finishes also provide a virtually 
maintenance-free finish by adhering directly to the stainless steel.

Danver’s powder coat finishes protect your outdoor kitchen 
cabinets from harsh chemicals and weather elements such as 
salt from the ocean, rain and snow, heat and cold, even the desert 
sun! Every Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchen is manufactured 
and painted in the United States, guaranteeing the quality, 
durability and longevity you expect.

Powder coat finishes are represented on the Key West door style for display only and are available on 
other door styles as well.

Paper & ink limitations of color samples as well as influence from heat & light may account for 
differences in actual color. Not all finishes represented here are in stock.



PEARL 
NIGHT BLUE

REDWOOD SEASHELL WHITE

SLATE

COPPER
HAMMERTONE

METALLIC 
BRONZE MATTE

NU-BLACK
HAMMERTONE

BEETLE CARLSBAD CANYON CHAMPAGNE 302

SUDAN BROWN WINTER SKY



TABLE BEECH TEAK WHITE-WASHED 
WOOD

CHERRY FLAME CHESTNUT DRIFT

AMERICAN MAPLE BAMBOO BURLWOOD

WOOD GRAIN FINISHES



SKY BLUE
SEA GLASS INSERT

CLOUD WHITE
SEA GLASS INSERT

SEAFOAM GREEN
SEA GLASS INSERT

SEA GLASS INSERTS



Although our traditional cabinetry is an excellent choice 
for outdoor amenity packages, architects and builders 
expressed the need for a more robust solution designed 
for multi-family common areas that meets specific needs 
including:

 Ū Attractiveness and aesthetics

 Ū No unnecessary storage space

 Ū Extended workspaces

 Ū Easily replaceable sections, in the event of damage

Our designers and engineers listened and developed the 
Post and Panel System – PPS.

Used as a stand-alone island or easily integrated with 
our traditional cabinet line, the PPS provides designers, 
architects and developers with seemingly unlimited options 
to choose from.  

 Ū 100% stainless steel construction for durability

 Ū Powder coated finishes for aesthetics and protection 
from the elements

 Ū Strength to support countertops

 Ū Replaceable panels with the countertop in place

 Ū No unnecessary storage space

 Ū Shipped flat

 Ū Easy installation

 Ū Cost effectiveness

 Ū ADA-compliant

POST & PANEL SYSTEM





BEYOND THE CABINETS

As outdoor living has become more popular, individuals are 
keeping culinary skills and entertainment needs in mind 
when designing outdoor kitchens and living spaces - they 
want to add a degree of luxury to their backyards.

Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens are equipped to have the 
same upscale amenities that you find in an indoor kitchen 
- complete with durable, stylish cabinetry and the latest 
appliances and tools.

Danver’s in-house design experts can help you customize 
your outdoor living space exactly as you want it - from 
cabinetry, countertops and appliances to drawer pulls and 
powder coat colors. Investing in the functionality and beauty 
of an outdoor entertainment space will add value and 
enjoyment to your home for years to come.
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BARBECUE HOODS
The ability to design an outdoor kitchen with the same flexibility as its indoor counterpart presents 
an occasional challenge - such as providing ventilation to remove cooking smoke and odors. To 
overcome this challenge, Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens offers grill hoods. These extra depth 
hoods are designed perfectly for lanais and the transitional “California” or “Florida” rooms with 
covered spaces, growing in popularity across the nation.

The 304-grade stainless steel hoods complement the rest of the kitchen, whether the cabinets are 
powder coated or stainless steel. They are available in 36”, 42”, 48”, 54”, 60”, 66” and 72” widths. 
The 36” through 42” models feature fans with 1200 CFM; 54” - 72”, 2300 CFM. With the optional 
muffler, the sound can be reduced, enhancing the comforts of outdoor living.
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DEKTON COUNTERTOPS
To complete your outdoor kitchen, you need a countertop that will withstand time and climate, but 
also have the right look and feel to complement the rest of the space. Danver Stainless Outdoor 
Kitchens can accommodate nearly any type of countertop you want, but not every countertop is 
built for the outdoors.

We recommend Dekton® by Cosentino for our kitchen countertops. While granite, concrete and 
soapstone are popular materials, it’s important to use the correct material for outdoor applications. 
Dekton’s® ultra-compact surfaces are designed for exterior use, offer UV resistance for color 
stability, have exceptional strength and high resistance to impacts, scratches and abrasion in 
high-traffic areas. Dekton® countertops are also non-porous so they require little maintenance. 
Their wide range of colors, paired with Danver’s diverse color palette, provide an endless variety of 
styling options to fit your needs.
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COOKING APPLIANCES
One of the great features of Danver Stainless Outdoor 
Kitchens is that our cabinetry is designed to fit any cooking 
appliance. From your favorite grill or smoker to your pizza 
oven, your appliance can be incorporated into your new 
outdoor kitchen with ease.

During our 20 years of designing outdoor living spaces, 
we have experienced the need to fit all types of cooking 
appliances in outdoor kitchens. Our acquired knowledge 
allows our in-house design team to help guide you to the 
best options based on your specific cooking style and needs.

Although we do not manufacture grills and other cooking 
appliances, we distribute several quality brands at various 
price points for the convenience of our clients who are 
interested in buying from a one-stop shop. We can drop 
ship the cabinetry and appliances to the project site for easy 
installation.
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BAR/COOLING APPLIANCES
The convenience of having a refrigerator built into your 
outdoor kitchen is necessary for every homeowner. Danver 
Stainless Outdoor Kitchens offers a variety of models 
and brands, each one performing at different levels of 
effectiveness, based on the surrounding environment. 
Different styles, including two-drawer units, glass fronts, 
panels to match your Danver cabinets and more, are also 
available. Our in-house experts will help guide you in the 
right direction to fit your wants and needs.

Bartending systems are also among the most popular 
appliances wanted for outdoor kitchens. Whether you want 
to add a kegerator, a wine cooler or a complete bartending 
unit with a sink and faucet, we can help you decide what’s 
best.

Although we do not manufacture bartending units, 
refrigerators, sinks, faucets or kegerators, we distribute 
several quality brands at various price points for clients that 
are interested in buying from a one-stop shop.



DESIGN & INSTALLATION
Whether you are a homeowner or trade professional, Danver 
Stainless Outdoor Kitchens provides a variety of tools to help you 
design and define your perfect outdoor space. For the amateur, we 
offer a Microsoft Word®-based layout program on our website, as 
well as libraries and files of our cabinets on 2020, SketchUp and 
other professional design and layout programs. Additionally, we can 
be found on online sites such as, ARCAT and CADdetails.

Danver Stainless Outdoor Kitchens are available globally through 
a network of dealers, designers, builders and other home 
improvement tradespeople. We do not sell directly to homeowners, 
as proper cabinet installation, along with electrical, gas and water 
connections, s well as countertop fabrication and placement 
typically require experienced trade professionals to ensure years of 
beauty and enjoyment.

To aid in professional installation, cabinets arrive on-site fully 
assembled ready to be installed. If the outdoor kitchen is 
standalone, it can typically be installed in a single day – unlike the 
more basic barbecue options that require masons and laborers on 
site for weeks at a time.

Complete instructions and all the parts and pieces for assembly 
are shipped with each project. For any additional installation 
instructions or more information, visit www.danver.com and 
subscribe to our YouTube channel.

Homeowners are welcome to contact our offices with questions, but 
must purchase the cabinetry through a design or trade professional, 
such as a builder, architect or remodeler.

For all the latest updates in outdoor living, find us on any of our 
social media below!
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